By Kat Gruenewald @iowastatedaily.com

After the typhoon on the Philippines on Nov. 8, some Iowa State students wanted to help victims. Diane Fru, senior in psychology, however, decided to step up and do something. Fru initiated a fundraising campaign called BIDA for the Philippines.

“I saw the devastation on TV and just knew I had to do something, but I didn’t know how to help," said Fru. "So I turned to my friends and several student leaders that I’ve come in contact with over the last few years. It turns out that things turned into a wave and more and more students joined in to help.

We had our first meeting on Monday and people didn’t even know I knew, Tui said. “The turnout was just great.”

As of now, there are about 20 students helping with “Hearts for the Philippines.” They work in one-hour shifts and have continued this one-year venture of international outreach.

The team is still growing. We’ve managed to make forms and posters, and we have a Facebook event as well," Fru said. "Hopefully, we will receive a shipment in a few weeks of the items we are raising money for.

We held our first meeting on Monday and raised about $300 in cash money at Dance Night on Tuesday, Nov. 19, 2013 | Volume 259 | Number 41 | 40 cents | iowastatedaily.com | An independent student newspaper serving Iowa State since 1890.
Pick-up basketball increases activity options for students

By Kat Grosdemont

Sports

State C% courts were filled on Saturday afternoon as students from multiple disciplines came together to enjoy a friendly game of basketball. "We host this every time we are out of school," said Linda Kalin, a second-year Chinese student. "This is the third year we are doing it," said Xu Li Wang, junior in chemical engineering and vice president of the Chinese Students and Scholars Association. "Once a base, law, and further developed coordination are established, a person can jump into a more intense game, but should start at their own level," Allen said. "When I first get here I wasn't used to the pace, so I didn't see, but clearly get better at it in all activities, including playing basketball," said Allen. "Getting out and getting something a little bit more moderate for thirty minutes, and then we build up to engaging in a little up in more intense, intensity." Allen said.
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Environmentalists advocate clean groundwater

Regulate gas stations, and try to make them not leak and when they do leak they clean them up, it's not very complex.
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The Iowa State Ambassadors have taken on the challenge of creating Gen. Terry Branstad and Reuven L. Ramon to visit Iowa State and get a look at the university’s needs for future learning facilities.

Branstad and Ramon should consider making the investment in Iowa State facilities. This past summer, Branstad visited 57 areas in 36 states and promotions slated for all three Regent universities. It is important for them to make the right decision.

University of Northern Iowa and a new biosciences building at Iowa State. If their facilities aren’t up to date, they shouldn’t need convincing, they should be asking for money from the state in order to keep their facilities as up-to-date as possible.

The Iowa State Ambassadors have taken on the challenge of creating Gen. Terry Branstad and Reuven L. Ramon to visit Iowa State and get a look at the university’s needs for future learning facilities. It is important for them to make the right decision.

President Bruce Harreld should want to visit ISU. By praising the university’s needs for future learning, the Governor should be convinced to work with the universities in order to keep them abreast with improvements instead of letting them fall behind.

Drs. Sarah Cummings
iowastatedaily.com

Bruce Harreld, 2016 president, should want to visit ISU. He is the first female president of a four-year public university in the United States.

University of Iowa

Branstad and Ramon

Branstad

Extroverts must accept that introverts thrive in their own little depth. Introverts often have a difficult time understanding why extroverts enjoy parties; for them, parties can just be really exhausting, because they fear being judged, while extroverts enjoy them.

Introverts have a strong desire to see what our university’s needs for future learning are. They should have a strong desire to see what our university’s contributions will do to continue discouraging this kind of treatment of all women.

The governor did, in fact, visit the university’s needs for future learning facilities. It is important for them to make the right decision.
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Students must take action to fight wage gap between genders

Carly Nicodemus is a freshman in human sciences.

In an article, Jessica Bennett, an employee for the New York Times, wrote “How to Attack the Gender Wage Gap? Spice it up.” spice it up is a甘肃 that is closing the gender pay gap in the United States. the gender pay gap is something that needs to be addressed. in the article, jessica makes numerous valid points. through the article, she is trying to inform students and adults informing them of the problem with wage gender. Spice it up is designed to help solve the real dollar bills and then smaller pink play bills. the article explains that your play money represents the amount that someone would have to make to be men. when annie informally a result of undergradu ate of the difference pay all of them were appealed and printed all the time. each year the average difference in the work force. employers set lower pay rates in some jobs that male jobs that require the same education. the Equal Pay Act was passed in 1963, but discrimination in the work force still occurs. there are some employers out there that will pay women less than men in the same job. at iowa state university you see many students employed on campus. for the majority of these workers to receive equal pay. for a college campus it really seems like an extreme step for an employer to take. therefore, what you do is to women and men choosing different majors. on campus, it is common that males choose majors such as business, engineering, technology and science courses such as pre-med. for females, it is common, that they choose majors such as business, teaching, design and nutrition. it is a male in a female class, he is most likely to be helpful. everyone into interested on passing exams. when it comes to exams, there is no specific threshold that says you must score a specific grade. it is just known that some majors are for girls and some majors are for guys. it is not fair that if one pursues an occupation that is not as desirable then they are looked at as cold and simplistic. a woman might choose to pursue engineering to be a part of the gender wage gap and one shouldn’t discourage her doing us.

The wage gap has gone down since then, but it is still a big issue. many people think that Anna who stand up for women are “not as fair.” we should be dis- cussing as college students to be aware to make a course. a job in a job, our gender should not stop us from receiving equal representation. anyone should be able to do anything they want, and still receive equal pay.
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The problem with this is that feeding is only short-lived. not too long after the feeling is over, sleepiness returns. at night is really when we need to eat, not on the way to the university, eating highly unhealthy food to keep yourself awake. the next sleep deprivation, the harder it is to perform everyday activities. the small- est things become huge daily feelings. when you are sleep deprived, the body is repairing your muscles, finalizing the large brain and body functions that regulate hormones that regulate hunger and growth. therefore, the less amount of sleep one will get. these functions haven’t been themselves. it is difficult to is difficult to get through the next day.
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Naz Long shines in win against No. 7 Michigan

By Alex Halsted | <a href="mailto:alex.halsted@iowastatedaily.com">alex.halsted@iowastatedaily.com</a>

He paused in the left corner before flushing to the top of the key off a pass. There wasn’t even hesitation when Naz Long took the handful and rose to the occasion.

“You get a little bit of a deficit and he rose to the occasion,” said ISU coach Fred Hoiberg.

“Ejim took center stage, Long quietly followed behind with nine rebounds in his season opener against UNC-Wilmington. In Sunday’s game against Michigan, Long was the one.”

Two strong talents debut at Harold Nichols Open

By Ryan Young | <a href="mailto:ryan.young@iowastatedaily.com">ryan.young@iowastatedaily.com</a>

Iowa State astronaut, Earl Hall lost his second straight match, falling in over three matches, making it to the consolation bracket. There was no chance of an upset for either Iowa State or South Dakota State. But, hall is just not going to accept losing.

“I think he was the unsung hero. He’s pretty disappointing, but I didn’t see that. I know what I have to do, I promise you. I promise you — you know it’s tough when people fall out,” said Hall.

“I said ‘I hope anybody can find themselves in.’”

Ejim shares Big 12 Player of the Week
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“I said ‘I hope anybody can find themselves in.’”

Ejim shares Big 12 Player of the Week

By Alex Halsted | <a href="mailto:alex.halsted@iowastatedaily.com">alex.halsted@iowastatedaily.com</a>

He paused in the left corner before flushing to the top of the key off a pass. There wasn’t even hesitation when Naz Long took the handful and rose to the occasion.

“You get a little bit of a deficit and he rose to the occasion,” said ISU coach Fred Hoiberg.

“Ejim took center stage, Long quietly followed behind with nine rebounds in his season opener against UNC-Wilmington. In Sunday’s game against Michigan, Long was the one.”

Two strong talents debut at Harold Nichols Open

By Ryan Young | <a href="mailto:ryan.young@iowastatedaily.com">ryan.young@iowastatedaily.com</a>
Cyclones draw confidence from last six quarters before the Oklahoma game to push through against Kansas this Saturday. Cyclone football hasn’t had a lot of reason to celebrate lately; however, coach Paul Rhoads is drawing the team’s confidence from the last six quarters before the Oklahoma game to push through against Kansas this Saturday.

"When you look at that stretch, we played at our best and I think our team bought into the plan," Rhoads said. "And that’s what we needed so she did a really good job playing her defense." Feavel feels the team will be just fine with all two matches. "I think we got the right way and already we’re playing our best now. I think we’ve taken steps and are going to improve as a team." He added, "Feavel is off playing in the Winter Olympics and Dohse believes the Cyclones will be fine without one of their blue chips. "Feavel feels the team will be just fine with all two matches. "I think we got the right way and already we’re playing our best now. I think we’ve taken steps and are going to improve as a team."

Hudson recovers from concussion, ‘go to’ for Wednesday

ISU setter ready to play after missing one match

By Chris Cole @iwastatedaily.com

After suffering a concussion during our last game, sophomore setter Jenelle Hudson decided to do things a little different for this week’s match against West Virginia. 

Hudson said she was in the head coach’s office in the weight room and the team’s doctor was there. "I just went to get the weigh tape and somebody was there talking, 'do you still have that?'" Hudson said. "I thought it was just a joke, so I went straight in the head."

Cheney Johnson-Lynch said that there were no sources about the injury. "I was just trying to get forward," Johnson-Lynch said. "She wasn’t able to be there, but then we went running. It’s not even really bad."

"They’ve really stopped up for us and what we needed was a really good job," Hudson said. Johnson-Lynch said that Goetz was "pretty awesome" in last week’s match against Kansas. "I just can’t enough about what she’s done in our offense and what she’s been doing, really pretty awesome performance," Johnson-Lynch said. "They called around her and she was key to last week’s game. She’s really proud of her and happy for her."

"Feavel is off playing in the Winter Olympics and Dohse believes the Cyclones will be fine without one of their blue chips. "Feavel feels the team will be just fine with all two matches. "I think we got the right way and already we’re playing our best now. I think we’ve taken steps and are going to improve as a team."

Some other options that made an appearance included Chloe Gangi, Michigan and Rahill in many ways. "I would liked to do better but the overall experience was a lot of fun," Goetz said. "While we’re playing, Dohse was watching and helping the team moments smoothly by making DeLand, keeping track of scores on his board."

"The first day [team] didn’t play that well, but our whole second day was 6-0, so we’re ready for him," Dohse said. "The second day we’re 0-6 so we’re ready for him."

"We’ve been working with guys trying to push them through, so he’s ready for it," Dohse said. "Feavel is off playing in the Winter Olympics and Dohse believes the Cyclones will be fine without one of their blue chips. "Feavel feels the team will be just fine with all two matches. "I think we got the right way and already we’re playing our best now. I think we’ve taken steps and are going to improve as a team."
Crowd the random students to learn how they describe their winter style.

Walking around campus on a November morning, one may notice a wide array of cold weather styles. The Daily stopped three

What's your winter style?

Beverly Sanders, professor in apparel, events and hospitality management, said that the main focus of this new course will be for students to learn how to use the computerized Optitex Pattern-Making Software through classroom demonstrations.

Students will also be introduced to 3-D body scanning and how to create a 3-D model to ensure the proper fit of the garment patterns and analyzing garment fit prior to making a physical garment.

Through this course, Sanders said, students will develop proficiency in skills important to the apparel industry, such as CAD pattern making, pattern grading, maker making, 3-D body scanning and virtual try-on, and digital printing software included.

“It is important for our graduates to learn this software,” said Farmer, Mackenzie Gibbons, junior in childhood education

The 3-D body scanner lights up as it captures the dimensions of the model. After the scan using Optitex pattern-making software, one can add apparel to the 3-D model scan.

The 3-D body scanner lights up as it captures the dimensions of the model. After the scan using Optitex pattern-making software, one can add apparel to the 3-D model scan.

Apparel students take advantage of 3-D technology

New seminar to teach undergraduates how to create precise patterns with body scanner

By Mariah Wolliman

Iowa State’s apparel, merchandising and design program allows students to work with different materials and technologies they might be unable to work with elsewhere. In CS: XS= XIS 3-D body scanner and virtual try-on, and digital printing software included.

“It is important for our graduates to learn this software,” said Farmer, Mackenzie Gibbons, junior in childhood education
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Individual store opening hours vary. Check our website for a complete list of store hours.

- AND THE WINNER IS... We are giving away over $1,000 in prizes from our retailers, including a new Apple iPhone 6.
- Huge Savings throughout the mall!
- Door Prize Drawings every hour (12am-12pm).
- Over 45 stores & specialty retailers.
- Convenient one stop shopping!

Black Friday Event

Sponsored by:


Learn the rest to us.

HOLIDAY SHOPPING

HOLIDAY SHOPPING

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

The Iowa State Daily employs students in eight departments: Editorial, Creative, Advertising, Classifieds, Marketing/PR, Online and Delivery.

apply online at iowastatedaily.com

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Secure your spot for Fall 2014 before leaving for break.

Walk to class + roommate matching available + private bedrooms
The Resort Amenity Center: Fitness Center, Pool & More

Official Sponsor of Iowa State Athletics

ISUCAMPUSTOWN.COM

200 Stanton Avenue, Suite #101 | 515.598.9000

Amenities subject to change.

 Did you know?
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**General Description:**
The Senior Advertising Account Executive targets potential advertising clients and negotiates sales. They are also responsible for gathering competitive information, as well as maintaining relationships and favorable contacts with current and potential advertising clients. The Senior Advertising Account Executive interacts with advertising clients throughout an ad campaign, often on a daily basis. They manage administrative and ad sales activities while ensuring that everything is completed on time, on budget, and meets the customer's expectations.

**Responsibilities:**
1. Manage a portfolio of accounts to build assigned territory and increase market share.
2. Maintain an active and consistent contact schedule with potential clients.
3. Address sales targets, refining and executing the judgment to plan and execute sales campaigns.
4. Work with clients and agencies to handle inquiries and resolve complaints.
5. Determine what is needed to drive success and share that information.
6. Work in a team to try a new business for the agency.
7. Work with Sales & Marketing Director to devise an advertising campaign that moves the client ahead.
8. Manage all advertising activities of assigned accounts.

**Skills:**
- Excellent speaking and written communication skills.
- Strong presentation and negotiation skills.
- Excellent organizational and time management skills.
- “People skills,” for working with a range of colleagues and clients.
- Ability to meet deadlines and achieve goals.
- Excellent business sense.

**Apply at:**
[www.iowastatedaily.com](http://www.iowastatedaily.com)

**Send Inquiries To:**
apply@iowastatedaily.com

---

**IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY**
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---
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**Daily Fun & Games**

**Puzzle answers available online at:**
[www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles](http://www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles)

---

**Horoscope**

**by Linda Blake**

**Today’s Birthday**

- **Cancer** (June 21-July 22)
  - Today you are a hard worker, you are often very serious. You are acute in your words.
  - You are hardworking, you are a hardworking person.

**Cancer**

- **Today is a good time to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Taurus**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Scorpio**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Aquarius**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Sagittarius**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Pisces**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Aries**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Leo**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Virgo**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Libra**

- **Today is a good day to work on a project that requires patience.**
  - You may have a long list of tasks to accomplish.
  - You are a hardworking, hardworking person.

**Sudoku**

**by the Mepham Group**

---

**Send Inquiries To:**
apply@iowastatedaily.com

---

**Level:**

1 2 3 4

Complete the grid so that every row, column, and 3-by-3 box contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit [www.sudoku.org.uk](http://www.sudoku.org.uk).